Handling Instructions

Good product performance requires following these instructions

White Pigment is used in this stamp. Because of the pigments specific gravity, the pigment settles quickly and the impression face may be difficult to restore if the stamp is not handled properly.

How to Use
Make sure to stamp about 10 times everyday to maintain quality and performance.

Place the stamp in the aluminum bag after use and zip tightly. Store in a horizontal position.

How to Refill
Since white pigment collects at the bottom on the refill ink bottle, shake the bottle with the cap on, until will blended.

To avoid spattering, do not hold refill ink bottle tightly when opening the cap.

Leave stamp for 30 minutes vertically after refilling ink; with the impression die face down. Place in aluminum bag and store in horizontal position.

Caution

If the impression face clogs, appears washed out or is not performing to expectations, do not keep adding more ink. This will only result in overfilling and stamp leakage.

Do not stamp on porous surfaces such as paper, cloth or leather as the impression can not be read.

The manufacturer will not be responsible for quality and performance when the stamp has been mishandled.